RODEBJER IS LOOKING FOR AN INTERN
FOR THE PATTERN DEPARTMENT

As an intern, your task will be to assist the garment
technician in her work. This means that you
participate in fittings, comment on samples, update
measurement lists, measure samples and manage
information in our PDM system Pisa. It is important
forus that the applicant is flexible and willing to help
where needed.

About Rodebjer
Rodebjer was founded in New York in 1999 by native
Swede Carin Rodebjer. After being spotted on the
streets of Manhattan wearing her handmade designs,
Carin Rodebjer started selling her clothes to friends
and to stores in New York and Stockholm. Today,
Rodebjer is available in over 20 countries.

You should be a recently graduated student or have
studied at least 1 year in product development, pattern
making or equivalent. We are looking for a person
who is structured, organized and attentive with the
ability to work towards and keep deadlines
at a periodically high pace.

Rodebjer’s quest is to enhance personalities by
simplifying everyday clothing decisions through
relevant, timeless and versatile fashion that meet the
many needs of the modern woman.

Spoken and written English proficiency is a
requirement. You should have good computer
skills and any experience working with PDM
business systems (like PISA) is preferred. A working
knowledge of Adobe Illustrator is also an advantage.
The internship would be 3-6 months starting as soon
as possible. Please note that thenposition is unpaid.

Signature silhouettes include slouchy suits and sets,
drapey caftans and easy-to-wear dresses and kimonos
— clothes that easily moves from day into night and
from work to leisure. Rodebjer is strongly inspired
by the human rights and feminist movements, and
by individuals with the courage to live by their own
rules. Carin Rodebjer has won several awards and her
clothes continuously receive positive reviews from
the international fashion community.

Please send your application 30th of November at the
latest to Cristina Coll at cristina.coll@rodebjer.com

Östermalmsgatan 87a, 114 59 Stockholm
rodebjer.com

